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Dear Mr Chairman,

By letter of 2 June 2008 you asked the Committee on Legal Affairs pursuant to Rule 35(2), to 
consider whether the legal basis of the above Commission proposal was valid.

The committee considered the above question at its meeting of 25 June 2008.

You wrote to inform us that your committee's rapporteur for the above-mentioned proposal 
proposes to change the legal basis from the first sentence of the first subparagraph of Article 
300(2) to the second subparagraph of Article 300(3) of the EC Treaty (in conjunction with 
Article 63(1)(a)).

It has been clarified by the secretariat that the Commission document in question is in fact 
COM(2006)0753 and not COM(2006)0754 as referred to in the letter from the Chairman of 
the Civil Liberties Committee, on which the committee has already given an opinion relating 
to its legal basis.

You point out that when the European Parliament was consulted in 2005 on the proposal for 
the conclusion of a Protocol to the Agreement between the European Community, the 
Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway concerning the criteria and mechanisms for 
establishing the State responsible for examining a request for asylum lodged in a Member 
State or in Iceland or Norway, the Legal Affairs Committee delivered an opinion in which it 
considered that the second subparagraph of Article 300(3) (providing for the assent 
procedure) was the appropriate legal basis.

You go on to state that the question concerning the assent of the European Parliament is 
similar in that it arises because the Protocol provides that disputes between Liechtenstein or 
Switzerland on the one hand and Denmark on the other concerning the application and the 
interpretation of the Protocol are to be settled by a Mixed Committee, which is granted 
decision-making powers in various spheres.

Background

On 26 October 2004, the European Community signed an Agreement with the Swiss 
Confederation regarding criteria and mechanisms for establishing the State responsible for 
examining a request for asylum lodged in a Member State or in Switzerland (the 
"Dublin/Eurodac agreement with Switzerland").

Article 15 of that agreement provides for the possibility for Liechtenstein to accede to the 
agreement. The accession of Liechtenstein has been negotiated and a draft protocol on the 
accession of Liechtenstein to the Dublin/Eurodac agreement with Switzerland has been 
initialled. 

In accordance with Articles 1 and 2 of the Protocol on the position of Denmark annexed to the 
Treaty of the European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community, 
Denmark is not participating in Council Regulation (EC) N° 343/2003 establishing the criteria 
and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum 
application lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national (“the Dublin 
Regulation”) and Council Regulation (EC) N° 2725/2000 concerning the establishment of 
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“Eurodac” for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of the Dublin 
Convention (“the Eurodac Regulation”) .

The Dublin/Eurodac agreement with Switzerland provides for the possibility that Denmark 
may ask to participate. In that event, the Agreement provides that the contracting parties, with 
the consent of Denmark, should set out the conditions for Denmark's participation in a 
protocol to the Agreement.

By letter dated 8 November 2004, the Kingdom of Denmark asked to participate in the 
Dublin/Eurodac Agreement with Switzerland. As Liechtenstein will now accede to this 
Agreement, it is appropriate that the participation of Denmark should be established in 
relation to both Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

Following the authorisation given by the Council to the Commission on 27.2.2006, 
negotiations were held with Liechtenstein and Switzerland. On 21.6.2006, negotiations were 
finalised and the draft protocol on the participation of Denmark in the Dublin/Eurodac 
Agreement with Switzerland and Liechtenstein was initialled.

The negotiations were held and the draft protocol has been initialled on the basis that 
Liechtenstein will become a contracting party after the conclusion of the protocol on its 
accession to the Dublin/Eurodac agreement with Switzerland. 

The content of the Protocol can be summarised as follows:

– It makes the Dublin and Eurodac regulations and their implementing rules applicable to 
the relations between Denmark on the one hand and the Confederation of Switzerland 
and the Principality of Liechtenstein on the other. It also renders future amendments or 
new implementing measures applicable to these relations.

– It gives Switzerland and Liechtenstein the right to present written pleadings or 
observations to the Court of Justice when a court in Denmark applies to the Court of 
Justice for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of a provision of the Agreement 
between the European Community and Denmark.

– It provides for a conciliation mechanism in the event of disagreement between Denmark 
on the one hand and Switzerland or Lichtenstein on the other hand on its interpretation 
or application.

– It lays down provisions relating to the end of its applicability.

Article 4 of the Protocol provides as follows:

1. In the case of a complaint by Switzerland or Liechtenstein concerning the application or 
the interpretation by Denmark of this Protocol, Switzerland or Liechtenstein may ask 
that the matter be officially entered as a matter of dispute on the agenda of the Mixed 
Committee. 

2. In the case of a complaint by Denmark concerning the application or the interpretation 
by Switzerland or Liechtenstein of this Protocol, Denmark shall be entitled to ask the 
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Commission to enter officially the matter as a matter of dispute on the agenda of the 
Mixed Committee. The matter shall be placed on the agenda by the Commission. 

3. The Mixed Committee shall have 90 days from the date of the adoption of the agenda 
on which the dispute has been entered within which to settle the dispute. For this 
purpose, Denmark shall be entitled to make observations to the Mixed Committee.

4. In case where a dispute is settled by the Mixed Committee in a manner that it requires 
implementation in Denmark, Denmark shall, within the timeframe envisaged in 
paragraph 3, notify the Parties whether or not to implement the content of the 
settlement. In case where Denmark notifies its decision not to implement the content of 
the settlement, paragraph 5 shall apply.

5. In a case where the dispute cannot be settled by the Mixed Committee within the period 
envisaged in paragraph 3, a further period of 90 days shall be observed for reaching a 
final settlement. If the Mixed Committee has not taken a decision at the end of the 
period this Protocol shall be considered terminated at the end of the last day of that 
period.

In an opinion on the legal basis of a proposal for a Council decision on the signing of a 
Protocol to the Agreement between the European Community, the Republic of Iceland and the 
Kingdom of Norway, concerning the criteria and mechanisms for establishing the State 
responsible for examining a request for asylum lodged in a Member State or in Iceland or 
Norway1, the Legal Affairs Committee considered that a committee of the type referred to in 
Article 4 of the Protocol could be deemed to have established ‘a specific institutional 
framework by organising cooperation procedures’ within the meaning of Article 300(3), 
second subparagraph, of the EC Treaty and that, as a result, Parliament should be called upon 
to give its assent.  This approach has also been taken in other opinions of the Legal Affairs 
Committee on legal bases, including one on another proposal for a decision on another 
protocol to the same agreement (COM(2006)754 final).

The Committee pointed out in those opinions that the case law of the Court of Justice has 
made it clear that the Community legislative authority could not select legal bases at its 
discretion; instead, the choice must be based on objective considerations admitting of judicial 
review. Among the key elements in that connection were the aim and substance of a legal 
instrument2. It went on to consider that, given the aim and substance of the proposal for a 
Council decision concluding the above Protocol, the Joint Committee could be considered a 
‘specific institutional framework’, since it served to create organisational machinery for 
exercising discretionary power to take decisions binding on the parties to the Agreement, not 
least as regards the settlement of disputes.

The proposal at issue

As noted above, on 26 October 2004, the European Community signed the Dublin/Eurodac 
Agreement with Switzerland.

1 AD\573917EN.doc.
2 See for example Case C-42/97 Parliament v Council [1999] ECR I-869, at paragraph 36.
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Article 11(1) of that Agreement states that the Kingdom of Denmark may request to 
participate in this Agreement, which Denmark duly did in 2004.

As Liechtenstein will now accede to this Agreement, it is appropriate that the participation of 
Denmark should be established in relation to both Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

The protocol at issue serves to establish rights and obligations between Switzerland, 
Liechtenstein and Denmark in its particular field.

In fact, this protocol raises exactly the same issue as the Protocol to the Agreement between 
the European Community, the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway.  Given the 
aim and substance of the proposal for a Council decision concluding the Protocol between the 
European Community, Switzerland and Liechtenstein to the Agreement between the European 
Community and the Swiss Confederation concerning the criteria and mechanisms for 
establishing the State responsible for examining a request for asylum lodged in a Member 
State,  in Switzerland or Liechenstein, the Mixed Committee can be considered a ‘specific 
institutional framework’, since it serves to create organisational machinery for exercising 
discretionary power to take decisions binding on the parties to the Agreement, not least as 
regards  the settlement of disputes.

At its meeting of 25 June 2008 the Committee on Legal Affairs accordingly decided, 
unanimously1 to recommend that the proper legal basis for the proposal for a decision is 
Article 63(1)(a) in conjunction with the second subparagraph of Article 300(3) of the EC 
Treaty and that accordingly the European Parliament should have the benefit of the assent 
procedure.

Yours sincerely,

Giuseppe Gargani

1 Giuseppe Gargani (Chairman), Titus Corlăţean (Vice-Chairman), Francesco Enrico Speroni (Vice-Chairman), 
Diana Wallis (Daftswoman), Klaus-Heiner Lehne, Katalin Lévai, Manuel Medina Ortega, Hans-Peter Mayer, 
Aloyzas Sakalas, Jaroslav Zvěřina,


